COMBINED SYSTEMS BIOLOGY AND TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH APPROACHES ENABLED
CELLMADE TO DISCOVER NOVEL BIOMARKERS AND CO-DEVELOP CLINICAL NUTRITION
PRODUCTS FOR THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS AND PREVENTION OF THE PROGRESSION OF NASH
Combining systems biology and translational research approaches, CellMade have recently
made significant advances in the discovery of novel biomarkers and the development of
multi-hit clinical nutrition products.
By considering the interactions between different cell types, systems biology allows for
better understanding of metabolic pathologies.
Systems biology is a holistic approach which considers that the whole organism is more than
the sum of its parts. In this line, rather than considering each cell type as an independent
system, we primarily focus on the interactions between different tissues and cell types.
In the context of cardiometabolic disorders, the communication between tissues (adipose
tissue, blood, liver, pancreas, skeletal muscle, …) is strongly involved in the pathogenesis and
the spread of common pathologies such as non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), type 2
diabetes mellitus or atherosclerosis.
With the concept of personalized (or precision) medicine in mind, we resolutely believe that
we should have a better understanding of how biological networks communicate with each
other, before adapting novel active compounds to different patient groups.
To this end, we have brought together a multi-disciplinary team from biologists, chemists to
bioinformatics specialists within the same facilities in an attempt to achieve a better
understanding of biological systems. The data generated are entered into a logic-based
mathematical model, thereby helping to understand the way the communication network is
working, how it reacts and adapts to a defined perturbation, and how these effects could be
counteracted.
Translational research allows for rapid transition of scientific discovery into useful clinical
applications for millions of patients.
Within its translational research approach, CellMade developed important in vitro, ex vivo
and in silico know-how. The heart of our platform is a proprietary biobank dedicated to
metabolic and inflammatory diseases, established and managed under our own control and
in strong cooperation with selected clinical partners. The original CellMade approach is
based upon confrontation between clinical and biological datasets generated for each of the
collected biospecimens. Associated to the biobank, a cell biology facility enables us to
transfer clinical samples into in vitro (monolayer) and ex vivo (co-cultures and 3D) cellular
models. The cellular models, in presence or absence of active compounds, are analyzed by
cytometry, mass spectrometry, biochemical and molecular biology methods.
In detail, CellMade’s expertise in bioanalysis enables for rapid screening of clinical samples
and derived cellular models within the inflammasome, lipidome and metabolome fields. The
generated data are analyzed and annotated within our in-silico platform enabling the
Company to establish robust and predictive mathematical models. The CellMade approach

thus allows for the discovery of novel biomarkers and the evaluation of the pharmacological
activity of compounds. As such, the obtained datasets better predict clinical outcome.
The Companies’ cell biological approach, based upon the use of primary cells isolated from
patients, better mimics the physio-pathological environment of the cell. On top, our ex vivo
models (co-cultures and 3D) adds yet another level of predictability to our approach as they
are even closer to the real environment of the studied pathology!
In parallel, we established a novel approach to cell culture using a controlled environment
culture setup. This approach, via the use of culture conditions under controlled and
physiological pO2 and pCO2, better bridges the gap between data obtained from in vitro cell
culture to real in vivo biology. A premium setup when studying metabolic diseases!
The central dogma of our approach is to never dissociate the discovery of novel biomarkers
from the screening of active compounds. Via our biobank, dedicated to metabolic and
inflammatory diseases, we hold easy access to normal and disease biospecimens with
associated clinical data. Our different analytical tools, in agreement with the principles of
translational research, enable CellMade to better elucidate the physio-pathological
mechanisms of disease, discover novel biomarkers and develop innovative multi-hit
clinical nutrition products!
Ronald Bronsaer, Managing Director and Founder of CellMade, said: « Our research
cooperation’s, in France as well as internationally, allowed us to validate the scientific
concept of our proprietary biomarker programs. CellMade established a translational
research strategy dedicated to NASH and focusing on the development of a non-invasive
diagnostic test coupled to a multi-hit clinical nutrition product. We rapidly advance our
diagnostic tool targeting unmet medical needs related to the early identification and the
preventive clinical management of millions of people suffering from NASH ».
About CellMade: A Biopharmaceutical company studying metabolic dysfunction at the basis
of widespread diseases such as non-alcoholic fatty liver disease, type II diabetes and
cardiovascular diseases. CellMade and its scientific partners identify new biomarkers and
therapeutic targets and develop a comprehensive range of medical nutrition products. The
current biomarker and medical nutrition development projects focus on early diagnosis and
preventive treatment of NASH. The Company established joint laboratory facilities with the
University Savoie Mont Blanc and is located within the University laboratories at the
scientific development campus of Le Bourget-du-Lac (France). The medical nutrition product
is a multi-hit approach based upon solid scientific proof. The Company enters into clinical
development. The phase I/II and II studies will demonstrate safety and efficacy of CellMade’s
clinical nutrition product. Finally, the Company will submit application dossiers to regulatory
authorities as to obtain the authorization for labelling the clinical nutrition product with
strong health claims.
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